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Routledge is now re-issuing this prestigious series of 204 volumes originally published between 1910 and 1965. The titles include works by
key figures such asC.G. Jung, Sigmund Freud, Jean Piaget, Otto Rank, James Hillman, Erich Fromm, Karen Horney and Susan Isaacs. Each
volume is available on its own, as part of a themed mini-set, or as part of a specially-priced 204-volume set. A brochure listing each title in the
"International Library of Psychology" series is available upon request.
The Merchant of Venice has been performed more often than any other comedy by Shakespeare. Molly Mahood pays special attention to the
expectations of the play's first audience, and to our modern experience of seeing and hearing the play. In a substantial new addition to the
Introduction, Charles Edelman focuses on the play's sexual politics and recent scholarship devoted to the position of Jews in Shakespeare's
time. He surveys the international scope and diversity of theatrical interpretations of The Merchant in the 1980s and 1990s and their different
ways of tackling the troubling figure of Shylock.
LaserLinks videodisc: Side A (30 min.) contains visual support for the selections and a storyteller's interpretation of one of the selections.
Side B (30 min.) contains the writing springboards and the unit introductions. Use with teacher's sourcebook.
PRINCE OF CATS is the B side to Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, played at an eighties block party in an NY where underground sword
dueling blossomed alongside hip-hop, punk, disco, and no wave. Itês the story of the minor players with Tybalt at the center. The definitive
printing of RONALD WIMBERLY's critically-acclaimed first work, presented as intended for the first time.
This book redefines the nature of textual difficulty in literature and shows the implications of the new definition for teachers at all levels of
education. Contrary to the traditional use of grade levels or readability formulae, the authors redefine difficulty in terms of readers and the
texts they meet. They base their arguments on contemporary linguistic theory, on historical and comparative studies of criticism, on literary
theory about readers and texts, on post-Freudian psychology, on empirical research concerning the nature of reading literature, and on
studies of classrooms, curricula, and testing. What emerges is a coherent work that builds a case for seeing difficulty in literature as a human
phenomenon more than a textual one.
Most pre-service education students are enthusiastic about the progressive, constructivist, and student-centered theory and practice
advocated in many teacher education programs and by the National Council of Teachers of English. Yet in actual day-to-day practice,
teachers often have trouble thinking of ways in which such student-centered and constructivist practices in literacy instruction can be
implemented in classrooms which are increasingly driven by high stakes tests, increased accountability, and mandated and even 'teacher
proof' scripted curricula. Teaching Authentic Language Arts in a Test-Driven Era provides a powerful and much-needed counterargument to
the assumption that test-driven curricula preclude meaningful instruction and authentic student engagement within a Language Arts
curriculum. Providing teachers with the theoretical stances and pedagogicals tools to develop a Language Arts practice which can be
personally rewarding as well as beneficial to students,Teaching Authentic Language Arts in a Test-Driven Era empowers teachers to be
effective even within the confines of a testing- and accountability-driven curriculum.
Evaluation is central to literary studies and has led to an impressive list of publications on the status and history of the canon. Yet it is
remarkable how little attention has been given to the role of textual properties in evaluative processes. Most of the chapters in The Quality of
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Literature redress this issue by dealing with texts or genres ranging from classical antiquity, via Renaissance to twentieth century. They
provide a rich textual and historical panorama of how critical debate over literary quality has influenced our modes of thinking and feeling
about literature, and how they continue to shape the current literary landscape. Four theoretical chapters reflect on the general state of
literary evaluation while the introduction weaves the different threads together aiming at further conceptual clarification. This book thus
contributes to a deeper understanding of the problems that are at the heart of past and present debates over literary quality.
The easy-to-implement activities and strategies in this book will help middle and high school foreign language teachers enhance their
students' success. It shows how to create a classroom in which students can actively experience, experiment and discover a foreign
language. It applies brain research, multiple intelligences, alternative assessment, technology and other educational innovations to the
foreign language classroom.
Literature and the Language ArtsExperiencing LiteratureRomeo and Juliet
A Financial Times best book of 2020, an “utterly compelling” (The Sunday Times, London) argument from leading political analyst David
Goodhart about the severely imbalanced distribution of status and work in western societies. The coronavirus pandemic revealed what we
ought to have already known: that nurses, caregivers, supermarket workers, delivery drivers, cleaners, and so many others are essential.
Until recently, this work was largely regarded as menial by the same society that now lauds them as heroes. How did we get here? “With
great clarity and unfailing sympathy for the human condition,” (Matthew Crawford, New York Times bestselling author of Shop Class as
Soulcraft) this follow-up to the bestselling The Road to Somewhere divides society into people who work with their Heads (cognitive work),
with their Hands (manual work), or with their Hearts (caring work), and considers each group’s changing status and influence. Today the
“best and the brightest” trump the “decent and hardworking.” Qualities like character, compassion, craft, and physical labor command far
less respect in our workforce. This imbalance has led to the disaffection and alienation of millions of people. David Goodhart reveals the
untold history behind this disparity and outlines the challenges we face as a result. Cognitive ability has become the gold standard of human
esteem, and those in the cognitive class now shape society largely in their own interest. To put it bluntly: smart people have become too
powerful. A healthy, democratic society respects and rewards a broad range of achievements, and provides meaning and value for people
who cannot—or do not want to—achieve in the classroom and professional career market. We must shift our thinking to see all workers as
essential, and not just during crises like the coronavirus pandemic. “Insightful and provocative,” (Michael Lind, author of The New Class War)
this is a “deeply felt and persuasive call for rethinking the social order” (Publishers Weekly).
The pun is as old as Babel, and inveterate punsters like Shakespeare clearly never lacked translators. This book critically examines the
evergreen cliché that wordplay defies translation, replacing it by a theory and a case study that aim to come to grips with the reality of
wordplay and its translation. What are the possible modes of wordplay translation? What are the various, sometimes conflicting constraints
prompting translators in certain situations to go for one strategy rather than another? Ample illustration is provided from Hamlet and other
Shakespearean texts and several Dutch, French, and German renderings. The study exemplifies how theory can usefully be integrated into a
description-oriented approach to translation. Much of the argument also rests on the definition of wordplay as an open-ended and historically
variable category. The book's concerns range from the linguistic and textual properties of Shakespeare's punning and its translation to
matters of historical poetics and ideology. Its straightforward approach shows that discourse about wordplay doesn't need to rely on stylistic
bravura or abstract speculation. The book is concluded by an anthology of the puns in Hamlet, including a brief semantic analysis of each and
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a generous selection of diverse translations.
Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals July - December)

Nobody would believe Dennis Leeper was a hero. He was the kind of kid you hid from when he pedaled his rickety bike
down the road. But Jamie couldn’t say no when his father asked him to include Dennis in the raft project. And someone
needed to hold the line when Jamie and his cousin Jerry finally got the raft in the river. But they should have known that
Dennis couldn’t be trusted to hold onto it. Without paddles and out of people’s sight, the three boys are swept
downstream—toward the dams, the steep falls, and three separate destinies. One swims to shore. One is rescued. And
one never returns alive. Overcome by guilt and the fear that Dennis’s father will take revenge for his son’s death, Jamie
tells everyone how he survived: Dennis was a hero. The question is: Will anyone believe it?
The phenomena of television is examined, from the historical context and television as an art form to television in various
aspects of modern society such as TV in the classroom and on the battlefield.
This edited volume offers new insights into contemporary political discourses in Slavic speaking countries by focusing on
discursive and linguistic means deployed in relevant genres, such as parliamentary discourse, commemorative and
presidential speeches, mediated communication, and literal and philosophical essays. The depth of the linguistic analysis
reflects different levels of linkage between language and social practice constituting the discourse. The theoretical and
methodological approaches discussed range from interactional pragmatics over corpus linguistics to CDA. The chapters
contain original language material in Russian, Polish, Czech, Croatian, Serbian and Macedonian, and the authors
address issues such as the affiliation to different political and social groups within parliamentary settings, national
identity, gender and minorities, as well as cultural memory and reconciliation.
Provides full-length practice exams with answers and explanations, and includes reviews of all test areas from writing
skills to science.
A sweeping novel of intrigue and identity, of love and legacy, as a young woman discovers that her own fate is
irrevocably tied—for better or worse—to literature’s greatest star-crossed lovers. Twenty-five-year-old Julie Jacobs is
heartbroken over the death of her beloved aunt Rose. But the shock goes even deeper when she learns that the woman
who has been like a mother to her has left her entire estate to Julie’s twin sister. The only thing Julie receives is a
key—one carried by her mother on the day she herself died—to a safety-deposit box in Siena, Italy. This key sends Julie on
a journey that will change her life forever—a journey into the troubled past of her ancestor Giulietta Tolomei. In 1340, still
reeling from the slaughter of her parents, Giulietta was smuggled into Siena, where she met a young man named
Romeo. Their ill-fated love turned medieval Siena upside-down and went on to inspire generations of poets and artists,
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the story reaching its pinnacle in Shakespeare’s famous tragedy. But six centuries have a way of catching up to the
present, and Julie gradually begins to discover that here, in this ancient city, the past and present are hard to tell apart.
The deeper she delves into the history of Romeo and Giulietta, and the closer she gets to the treasure they allegedly left
behind, the greater the danger surrounding her—superstitions, ancient hostilities, and personal vendettas. As Julie
crosses paths with the descendants of the families involved in the unforgettable blood feud, she begins to fear that the
notorious curse—“A plague on both your houses!”—is still at work, and that she is destined to be its next target. Only
someone like Romeo, it seems, could save her from this dreaded fate, but his story ended long ago. Or did it? Praise for
Juliet “One of those rare novels that have it all . . . I was swept away”—Sara Gruen, author of Water for Elephants “Juliet
leads us on a thrilling treasure hunt through present-day Italy that makes the classic tragedy itself spellbinding all over
again.”—Elle “Boldly imagined, brilliantly plotted, beautifully described, Juliet will carry you spellbound until the gripping
end.”—Susan Vreeland, author of Clara and Mr. Tiffany “The Shakespearean scholarship on display is both impressive
and well-handled.”—The Washington Post
Discusses the cultural controversies of the past and present, and talks about what is worth remembering and why, and
what gets passed down from one generation to another
Logan and his friend Benedict run into the wrong guy at the library - literally. When Logan slams into the reference guy in the basement and
gives him a little lip, Logan gets punished, really and truly punished. He has three days to complete three tasks before Professor Wordsworth
will lift the magical punishment that keeps getting Logan in even more trouble.
Parents often disagree with their children over their choice of partner. Although the reasons may vary the outcome is very often one of conflict
– a conflict peculiar to the human species. For the first time in one volume, Sexual Selection under Parental Choice employs an evolutionary
perspective to understand this conflict and explore its implications. Covering recent developments in the field of evolutionary psychology,
Menelaos Apostolou reveals the extent of parental attempts to control the mating decisions of their offspring and investigates the qualities
parents seek in prospective in-laws. Children’s attempt to escape this control can lead to practices such as foot-binding and clitoridectomy
or, in postindustrial societies, more subtle forms of coercion and manipulation. Apostolou demonstrates that much of human mating behavior
has been shaped by parental choice and that parents have a significant influence in sexual selection: the traits they favour in their children’s
mates are selected and increase in frequency in the population. Sexual Selection under Parental Choice will be ideal reading for researchers
and advanced students of evolutionary, developmental and social psychology, as well as other related disciplines such as social
anthropology, sociology and the biological sciences.
A revised, expanded and fully up-to-date critical introduction to Deleuze's most important work of philosophyBy critically analysing Deleuze's
methods, principles and arguments, James Williams helps readers to engage with the revolutionary core of Deleuze's philosophy and take up
positions for or against its most innovative and controversial ideas.
Part of Prufrock's new series for the upper level classroom, Advanced Placement Classroom: Romeo and Juliet is a user-friendly guide to
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teaching one of Shakespeare's classic plays. Featuring more than 50 reproducible pages to supplement student projects, debates, and
writings, this guide teaches students to consider new perspectives on the traditional tale.
Drawing on the latest research in evolutionary biology, a groundbreaking study of the link between evolution and human sexuality argues that
the development of the human brain can be linked to the need to attract and win sexual partners. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
With its roots deep in ancient narrative and in various reworkings from the late medieval and early modern period, Shakespeare's Romeo and
Juliet has left a lasting trace on modern European culture. This volume aims to chart the main outlines of this reception process in the
broadest sense by considering not only critical-scholarly responses but also translations, adaptations, performances and various material and
digital interventions which have, from the standpoint of their specific local contexts, contributed significantly to the consolidation of Romeo
and Juliet as an integral part of Europe's cultural heritage. Moving freely across Europe's geography and history, and reflecting an awareness
of political and cultural backgrounds, the volume suggests that Shakespeare's tragedy of youthful love has never ceased to impose itself on
us as a way of articulating connections between the local and the European and the global in cases where love and hatred get in each other's
way. The book is concluded by a selective timeline of the play's different materialisations.
"The Cask of Amontillado" (sometimes spelled "The Casque of Amontillado") is a short story, written by Edgar Allan Poe and first published in
the November 1846 issue of Godey's Lady's Book. The story is set in a nameless Italian city in an unspecified year (possibly sometime during
the eighteenth century) and concerns the deadly revenge taken by the narrator on a friend who he claims has insulted him. Like several of
Poe's stories, and in keeping with the 19th-century fascination with the subject, the narrative revolves around a person being buried alive – in
this case, by immurement.
When an essay is due and dreaded exams loom, this book offers students what they need to succeed. It provides chapter-by-chapter
analysis, explanations of key themes, motifs and symbols, a review quiz, and essay topics. It is suitable for late-night studying and paper
writing.
Poe’s preference for not naming his narrators is potent once again in "The Tell-Tale Heart", a story that is trying so hard to appear sane, but
fails miserably in the end. With minute preparations, perfect calculations, and even more precise execution of the conceived gruesome act,
the narrator successfully fulfils his purpose, only to be lost in a battle with his sanity and guilt afterwards. Backed by the numerous movie and
theatrical adaptations, the story is considered one of Poe’s most popular and critically acclaimed. Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849) was an
American poet, author, and literary critic. Most famous for his poetry, short stories, and tales of the supernatural, mysterious, and macabre,
he is also regarded as the inventor of the detective genre and a contributor to the emergence of science fiction, dark romanticism, and weird
fiction. His most famous works include "The Raven" (1945), "The Black Cat" (1943), and "The Gold-Bug" (1843).
In Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare creates a violent world, in which two young people fall in love. It is not simply that their families
disapprove; the Montagues and the Capulets are engaged in a blood feud.In this death-filled setting, the movement from love at first sight to
the lovers' final union in death seems almost inevitable. And yet, this play set in an extraordinary world has become the quintessential story of
young love. In part because of its exquisite language, it is easy to respond as if it were about all young lovers.
"Includes 6 full-length practice tests"--Cover.
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